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Unit 1

Unit 1
MECHANICS

4 What is an ADJECTIVE?
An adjective is a word that describes a noun or pronoun.
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AN ADJECTIVE CAN TELL:
How Many

What Color

What Size
or Shape

What Kind

Which One

five cars

red hat

large, square
window

vanilla
ice cream

this
magazine

M
A
S

There are two types of adjectives: common or proper.

EXAMPLES

A common adjective is a
word that describes a noun
or pronoun in a general way.
Common pronouns are not
capitalized.

soft, intelligent, cloudy,
disgusting, purple, tall

A proper adjective is a
descriptive word that is
formed from a proper noun.
Proper adjectives are always
capitalized.

Swiss, Martian, Constitutional,
French, Episcopalian

The soft rain on a cloudy day makes
purple flowers grow in tall rows.

The Swiss chocolate was delicious!

DO ADJECTIVES REQUIRE SPECIAL PUNCTUATION?

Yes, if there is more than one
adjective side by side that describe
the same noun. These are called
adjectives in a series and they get
separated by commas.

The small, purple door led to a
huge, colorful room.
Micah sent a clear, lengthy, and
detailed message to his young,
Irish cousin.
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ADJECTIVE TYPES
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MECHANICS Practice

Adjectives

In each sentence below, do the following:
1.

Circle every adjective. (Do not circle the articles a, an, and the.)

2. Draw a line from each adjective to the noun or pronoun it describes. (All the
nouns and pronouns are underlined). The first one has been done for you.

E
L
P

The first one has been done for you.

1.

The campsite overlooked a beautiful valley.

2. The gold trophies were presented to the winning teams.

M
A
S
3. The notebook we need is large and red.

4. The choir is singing old songs from popular musicals at the next concert.

6
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5. We loved the new dish at the Chinese restaurant!

6. When will the new trail be ready for eager cyclists?

7.

The trip to the mountains was fun but too short.

8. I looked up the unknown word in an enormous dictionary I found in the local library.

Unit 1

MECHANICS Practice

Adjectives & Commas

In each sentence below, do the following:
1.

Circle every adjective. (Do not circle the articles a, an, and the.)

2. Draw a line from each adjective to the noun or pronoun it describes.
3. Use your revising & proofing marks (p. X) to add commas where they are
needed.

E
L
P

The first one has been done for you.
1.

The cool crisp wind blew through my wet hair.

2. The sport watch Jack wants is new accurate and waterproof.

M
A
S

Nineteen students visited the new exhibit at the city museum.

4. An old torn and forgotten umbrella waited by the front door.

7

5. Lena saw the brave tiny bird looking for dropped crumbs beneath the outdoor tables.

6. Lukas gave an excellent and powerful performance on Saturday.

7.

Some players from the opposing team came and shook our hands.

8. Is this square red and commemorative stamp the one you need?

9. The conductor is the young man in the black suit.

10. A large noisy party was thrown at the huge hilltop house.

11. The new popular restaurant serves Indian and Greek food.
continue on next page
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12. Until the auditorium doors opened, the crowded lobby held an eager restless
audience.

13. The game ended in a surprising and disappointing tie.

E
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MECHANICS Practice

Adjectives & Commas

In each sentence below, do the following:
1.

Fill in each blank with an adjective.

2. Draw a line from each adjective to the noun or pronoun it describes.

M
A
S

3. Use your revising & proofing marks (p. X) to add commas where they are
needed.

The first one has been done for you.

8

1.

cold

My

hands were

warm
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thick

2.

During the

happy

mittens.

ride, Sarah read a

3. When Adam saw the

to be wearing the

book.

and

clowns, he cheered loudly.

4. The

box in the corner needs to be moved.

5. Emma said the birthday cake was
and

.

6. Nathan’s

sunglasses are kept in that
case.
continue on next page
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Unit 1

7.

My uncle is the

man sitting near the

8. Your pet iguana is

9. Lotte sent a

counter.

and

card to her

!

friend in Germany.
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10. Hugo’s tuba solo was

and

.

Use the noun in parenthesis to write an original sentence that illustrates the use of a
comma with adjectives in a series.

M
A
S
(tree)

(bicycle)

9
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(coach)
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MECHANICS Practice

Adjectives

A subject is written above each of the following photographs. Examine each photograph
and think of three adjectives that could describe it. Write those adjectives on the first
three lines next to the photograph. Leave the other two blanks empty for now.
THIS CAR
1.

E
L
P

2.
3.
4.

M
A
S
5.

THIS WATERFALL
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1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

THIS YAK

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

3.

4.

5.

M
A
S
THIS WEATHER

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

HOW THESE KIDS FEEL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

E
L
P
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Unit 1

THIS DOG

1.

2.

11
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A writer should remember two important things when using adjectives:
1.

A writer should use the best, most specific descriptor for a noun or pronoun so his reader
understands exactly what he is trying to describe. For example, if he writes about a big ship,
a reader may picture a large boat. However, if he writes about a huge ship, a reader may
picture a much different, more specific type of large boat.

2. A writer should try to use fresh adjectives to make a reader take notice and think about
the descriptor. If a writer describes something with a common or overused adjective, the
reader may not even notice the descriptor.

E
L
P

For example, a writer could write: The bright light from the ranger’s flashlight caused
Danny to trip over a tree root. Picture that in your mind. Now, picture the same
sentence, but with a fresh adjective: The blinding light from the ranger’s flashlight
caused Danny to trip over a tree root. How did the picture in your mind change? Many
writers describe a light as “bright,” but blinding makes the sentence more interesting.
So, let’s find some fresh adjectives!

M
A
S
MECHANICS Practice

Adjectives
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Each row of the table below contains a commonly used adjective. Think of five, more specific,
fresh adjectives that could replace the common adjective. List them next to the common
adjective. The first one has been done for you. Feel free to use a thesaurus, and have fun! You
are about to discover some delicious descriptors!
COMMON
ADJECTIVE
warm

FRESH ADJECTIVES

balmy, sweltering, toasty, scorching, intense

funny

sad

smart

pretty

small

happy
continue on next page
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Unit 1

Choose one of your fresh adjectives and use it in a sentence correctly.

on-demand writing
How do fresh adjectives improve a sentence? How do fresh adjectives in a sentence affect
a reader?

E
L
P

Putting It All Together

The descriptive paragraph below needs some improvement. Do the following:
1.

Use your revising & proofing marks (p. X) to add commas where they are
needed.

2. Underline each common adjective. Above each one, write a more interesting,
fresh adjective.

Ava points to the running shoes and insists they are fast. They seem like normal

running shoes, but in the afternoon sunlight, they look cool. When I pick up the left shoe, I
realize it is light soft and smooth. I put the shoe on my eager foot. Immediately, I feel fast

strong and brave. Ava hands me the other shoe. It floats in my excited hand, and then I
quickly slip it onto my right foot. Both feet disappear into a bright shiny and golden glow
that surrounds the shoes. My first step feels like I am walking on a cloud. Ava leads me
outside to the soccer field. The sun is bright hot and strong, but the new shoes pull me
forward. Ava asks if I am ready, and I nod. “Go!” she yells. I take off at a fast pace…

13
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REVISION
discovering the pattern
Your teacher will give you directions for the first part of this activity.
What happened? What did your teacher do when giving directions? What were you
thinking as the directions were being given?

E
L
P

Did the repetition in the directions make you feel annoyed? confused? Why?

M
A
S

Did you miss any steps in the directions? If so, what caused you to be distracted?
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Based on your experience, what statement would you make about repetition? Discuss
this with your classmates and teacher, and then complete the pattern statement.

Pattern Statement
becomes a

What other experiences or things illustrate this idea? Identify examples (times when
repetition became a distraction). Write your examples below.

Begin your pattern statement collection by adding this one to the chart on page VI, next
to Unit 1: Repetition.

.

Unit 1

revising my writing

Repetition

Writing that is repetitive uses a word more than once in one sentence, or in two sentences
close to each other. For example:
The hot weather made the kitchen feel hot. Jacob sat at the kitchen table and
complained about being hot.

E
L
P

What word is repeated in these sentences? How does the repetition affect you as the
reader? How do these sentences illustrate the pattern: Repetition becomes a distraction?
Most of the time, repetition is an accident. In the sentences above, the writer probably did
not mean to use the word hot three times. She may have wanted to emphasize that the
kitchen was warm, but by repeating hot, she caused a distraction. What do you think the
writer should do to revise those sentences? How could she describe a hot kitchen without
repetition?

M
A
S

Unless a writer repeats a word for a good reason, repetition should be avoided. When you
revise your writing, work hard to eliminate repetition. Be aware: Adjectives are one of the
most common types of repeated words. Look at these sentences:

What adjective is repeated in these sentences? How would you revise these sentences?
Discuss with your teacher and classmates.

You are about to practice finding repetition in sentences. Take a minute to look closely
at the goal, pattern statement, and checklist a writer uses to avoid repetition in order to
communicate clearly.

REPETITION

goal

pattern statement

Present new ideas with fresh words.

Repetition becomes a distraction.

checklist



Read each sentence and paragraph
to identify repeated words.



If possible, revise to eliminate the
repetition.

15
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Charlotte is funny and always has a funny joke to share with friends. She
can even talk with different, funny voices. I do not know anyone as funny as
Charlotte.
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revision practice

Repetition

Read each sentence carefully to find repetition, then do the following:
1.

Use your revising & proofing marks (p. X) to remove repeated words. (You
may find more than one repeated word.) Replace the words you remove only if
necessary.

E
L
P

2. If you notice common adjectives, replace them with fresh adjectives.
The first one has been done for you.
1.

Ella looked pretty in her pretty, new dress.

2. A strong thunderstorm interrupted our picnic. The wind was so strong that it blew

M
A
S
our picnic basket into the pond.

3. The cold water tasted good after our good, long, and sweaty run.

16
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4.

Nora thinks the green uniform is a better choice. The green color makes the school
logo easier to see on the uniform.

5. The small kitten clawed its way up Jayden’s backpack. When Jayden picked up his
backpack, he heard a small cry. Jayden looked in and saw the small kitten in the
bottom of his backpack next to his art pencil set.

6. When will the new edition of the magazine be available? I want to take the new
edition of the magazine on my vacation.

7.

Jaxon took a tricky shot in the game’s final seconds, and he scored the winning
points with his tricky shot.

8. When Alexis heard the loud alarm, she covered her ears because the alarm was so
loud.
continue on next page

4

Unit 1

9. The baseball team played in an exciting game this weekend. It was exciting to see the
team score winning runs in the exciting last inning.

10. While we were looking for the lost iguana, we saw the lost iguana under the sofa.

11. A nice nurse said we could have tacos while we waited. He was nice to us, and we

E
L
P

Write a sentence that includes repetition.

M
A
S
on-demand writing

How do you look for repetition in writing?

written reflection

How do sentences with repetition relate to the pattern: Repetition becomes a
distraction?

17
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enjoyed the tacos.
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GENRE

discovering the pattern
Use the spaces below as directed by your teacher.

M
A
S

E
L
P
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What did your partner get RIGHT about the photograph? What did you get RIGHT about
the photograph?

E
L
P

How did your partner get ideas about the photograph? Were any of your words especially
helpful? If so, which ones?

Ellie fumbled forward and found a switch. She flicked it upward and one set of
stage lights clicked on. They weren’t bright, but they allowed Ellie to find her
way onto the stage. She clapped her hands once, and the empty auditorium
replayed the noise a moment later. Ellie could tell by the echo that she was
in a medium-sized theater. The air felt and smelled old, like it had waited for
a couple years to be exhaled. The stage curtains also looked neglected. Their
folds held layers of dust, and spiders had built webs in the spaces between.
Ellie found it hard to believe that the greatest performers had once stood on
this stage, but her grandmother would not have made up those stories.

Think about words and pictures. What helps you understand or see what the writer is
describing? What do the words do?

© 2017 Clerestory Learning/Make Way for Books, LLC. All rights reserved. • writersstylus.com (1708)
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Read the following words:
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Based on these experiences, how would you complete this statement?

Pattern Statement

.

can create

E
L
P

What examples illustrate this pattern? Can you find any passages from favorite books
that do?

Add this pattern statement to the chart on page VI, next to Unit 1: Descriptive.

M
A
S
The Genre
Descriptive
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4 Descriptive is an expository genre.

Expository genres inform readers about a subject; they are nonfiction genres.
Descriptive writing describes something in great detail. It tries to help readers
understand a specific person, place, thing, or event. For example, a writer may
describe a great trail for bicycling. He helps the reader experience the bike trail
by creating pictures the reader can imagine.
While it seems simple, writing good descriptive passages is challenging. If
a writer relies only on adjectives, the writing begins to sound like a list. For
example:
The trail is paved. It is wooded and shady. There is a long, wooden
bridge over a creek. You will see many animals. There are places to
stop and see small waterfalls and a beaver dam. It is awesome!
continue on next page

4

Unit 1

The writer is trying to describe it, but is not helping the reader experience the
trail. To write interesting descriptive passages, a writer must show a reader
his subject. That means the writer must work hard to engage all of the reader’s
senses. What does a visitor hear on the trail? What does a visitor smell? Does a
visitor taste anything on the trail? If so, what?

E
L
P

The writer tries again. This time he works hard to show (not tell) his readers the
trail:
Right from the start, cyclists enjoy great scenery. The trail begins
next to an historic barn. The green and white wooden building
stands in the center of an open field, and the trail curves around
the outside of it. Then the trail plunges into the woods. Birds flit
from one tall tree to another, greeting cyclists with their cheerful
songs. Sunlight fights its way through the trees and provides
scattered patches of light, just enough to see everything clearly.

How is this partial description of the cycling trail different from the first
example? What senses does the second passage engage? How did the writer
activate a reader’s imagination in the second example?
One more note on descriptive writing: although it is a nonfiction genre,
good fiction writers include good descriptive writing in their stories. If, while
reading a story, you’ve been able to imagine a scene, the writer has included
an effective descriptive passage.

21
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After a short while, a downward slope leads to a creek and a wellworn bridge. To enjoy this section, cyclists should walk their bikes
across slowly and take in the many sights. Squirrels abound here,
and may scurry over the bridge or stop to watch visitors for a
moment. The creek flows beneath, providing pleasant background
music, and the air has that pleasant “just washed” smell to it. Near
the opposite end of the bridge, cyclists can step onto a secluded
bridge section and see a beaver dam. Lucky visitors may even get
to see the beavers in action!

Writer's Stylus: Citrine—Student Portfolio Book 1

revising within the genre
While writing a descriptive paragraph, be mindful of the two patterns you’ve experienced:

REVISION

GENRE

Repetition becomes a distraction.

Words can create pictures.

E
L
P

The text below is part of a descriptive paragraph that needs improvement. As you read
through the paragraph:
1.

Think about the revision skill goal: Present new ideas with fresh words.

2. Think about the genre pattern: Words can create pictures.

M
A
S

3. Use your revising & proofing marks (p. X) to eliminate repetition, replace
common adjectives, and add commas where they are needed.
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I stepped through the doorway. A slight toasty breeze pushed warm moist air

around me. As my eyes adjusted to the warm sunlight, my feet found a stone path. I walked

the curving trail and immediately noticed bright dazzling and brilliant orchids growing

between tall waving palm trees. Their warm colors stood out against the dark grass of the

lawn. On the other side of the pathway, tall skinny bamboo blocked some of the sun’s warm

rays from reaching the ground. The bamboo and palm trees were so tall that I felt like I had

stepped into a world where everything was too big. I reached the patio and stepped out of

the warm sun. I looked back at the stone pathway and noticed the swimming pool at the
continue on next page

4

Unit 1

other end. It was long and thin, shaped like a carton of milk that was laying on its side. The

water reflected the sun’s bright warm rays and scattered light up the courtyard’s walls. The

whole scene shimmered with warmth.

E
L
P

ON-demand writing

When you have improved this descriptive paragraph, read it again, then close your eyes.
Can you picture the setting in your mind? What do you see and feel?

a list of adjectives to describe the event?
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What did the writer do to create pictures? How is it different from a paragraph that uses
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PREPARING TO WRITE

Seeing
You will be writing a descriptive paragraph that shows a reader a character, an object (e.g.,
a time machine, an unusual tree, a piece of jewelry), or a setting you might include in an
original story.
Before a writer begins, he has to choose which subject he wants to write about. He thinks
about the character, object, or setting, and what event or scene he could use to show
readers each one. He organizes his thoughts like this:

character,
object, or
setting

E
L
P

CHARACTERISTICS

Y tall, able to reach higher than most
people

M
A
S
Ben

Y curious about anything associated with
time, such as recipe cooking times and
race finish times

24
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Y very aware of time and bothered by
clocks that are not accurate

Y round, perfect size for holding in one
hand

stopwatch

Y made by famous Swiss watchmakers

Y multiple tiny “clocks” for measuring
minutes, seconds, and even smaller time
intervals
Y warm and bright with a sparkling pool

courtyard

Y has a stone pathway that curves from
a door to a patio
Y features many tropical plants

scene or event
I can use to
"show" readers

Ben notices a clock
above a doorway in
a kitchen and sets
it to the correct
time

Running coach pulls
out a gift from his
childhood running
coach.

I walk out the door
and down the stone
pathway

Unit 1

Think about a character, object, or setting you might include in an original story. Identify
a few characteristics of each. What event or scene could you describe so a reader can
picture your character or object? Think about something you have experienced or have
imagined. What sensory details could make your story more interesting?
Select three possible subjects: a character, object, or setting, and begin organizing your
thoughts in the table below.

E
L
P

CHARACTERISTICS

M
A
S

scene or event
I can use to
"show" readers

25
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character,
object, or
setting
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PREPARING TO WRITE

Sketching
With a few possible subjects identified, the writer chooses the one he thinks he can best
show a reader. He begins sorting his ideas using an organizer. He puts events in order so
he knows what to show his reader. In each event he identifies the characteristic he will
describe for his readers. For example, by describing Ben reaching up and lifting the clock
down from above the door, the writer will show that Ben is tall. Notice how the writer uses
the other events to reveal the other characteristics.

Subject

E
L
P

Ben
event

event

Ben reaches up
and lifts the
kitchen clock
down from
above the door

Ben checks
his watch,
guaranteed to
be accurate,
and adjusts the
time on the
kitchen clock

Ben replaces
the clock and
mumbles, "What
good is a clock
that is off by
46 seconds?"

Ben sees a
cookbook open
and notes that
cinnamon rolls
bake for 25-30
minutes

tall

aware of time

frustrated by
inaccurate clocks

curious about
anything related
to time

Characteristic

Characteristic

Characteristic

Characteristic

event

M
A
S
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event

Unit 1

Use the organizer below to record your subject (character, object, or setting), its
characteristics, and the events you will use to show your reader each characteristic.
Remember that you are not writing a full story. You will only be writing one scene or event
that describes your subject for readers. If you need additional “characteristic” and “event”
spaces, continue your organizer on another sheet of paper.

Subject
event

E
L
P

event

event

M
A
S
Characteristic

Characteristic

Characteristic

27

Characteristic
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event
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PREPARING TO WRITE

Shaping
A slant helps a writer think about how the big pieces of information will come together in
a written piece. For example, your descriptive passage has two big pieces: the subject
(character or object) and its characteristics that you want to show a reader.
For example, rather than say a passage will be about a character named Ben, a writer might
say the writing’s slant is: the height, the interest in time and time-related things, and the
frustration with inaccurate clocks of a story character named Ben.

E
L
P

Develop a slant for your descriptive passage by adding the characteristics and your
subject in the spaces below.

Slant

M
A
S
The

your subject's characteristics

28
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of

your subject

Now read the resulting phrase aloud. That is the slant for your passage or article!

A central question is the big, overall question that the writer will attempt to answer. For
example, a writer may have the following as a central question: Who is Ben Delgado?
Notice that the writer doesn’t limit his writing to just one of the five senses. For example,
if he wrote, “What does Ben look like?” as his central question, he would be limiting his
writing to visual details. Remember, readers like to experience, or be shown, a subject. As a
writer, you want to engage as many of your reader’s senses as possible.

What one big, overall question will you attempt to answer with your descriptive passage?
Write your central question on the lines below, and then share it with your editor.

EDITOR'S INITIALS

Unit 1

PREPARING TO WRITE

Vision Statement
A vision statement builds on the slant and central question. A good vision statement helps
a writer and editor determine what the content of a written piece will be.
For example, a writer might develop the following vision statement for a descriptive
passage:

E
L
P

“Introducing Ben!” describes the height, interest in time and time-related things,
and frustration with inaccurate clocks of a short story’s main character named
Ben, by showing readers Ben’s interactions with a kitchen clock and cookbook. It
answers the central question: Who is Ben Delgado?
Refer to the example and use the form below to develop a vision statement for your
paragraph.

M
A
S

Vision Statement

"		

Your title

" describes

29

your slant

by showing

your event that REVEALS (SHOWS) the subject's characteristics

It answers the central question(s):

your central question

Review your vision statement with your editor.

EDITOR'S INITIALS
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Description is an expository genre, but it uses elements of storytelling. It focuses on the
experience a paragraph will give the reader.
Even though it is an expository genre, fiction writers often
include sections of descriptive writing in their stories.
However, they rarely list the characteristics of a character or
object. For example, here is the character Ben presented to
the reader with a list:

This is boring, and it does not give readers something to
imagine. Rather than tell his readers Ben’s characteristics,
the writer shows Ben to his readers:

It only took three strides for Ben to cross the kitchen
and reach the doorway. Barely stretching his arms
upward, he lifted the clock from its spot. Holding it in
his right hand, Ben checked his super accurate atomic
watch and mumbled, “What good is a clock that is
off by 46 seconds?” He adjusted the time and easily
placed the clock back in its place above the doorway.
As he turned to head out the back door, Ben noticed a
cookbook open on the counter. Someone was planning
to make cinnamon rolls! And how long did the sweetsmelling treats need to bake? Ben scanned the recipe
until he found the answer and made a mental note:
cinnamon rolls, 25-30 minutes, 1500-1800 seconds,
or about the length of an episode of the podcast Clocks
and Time.

M
A
S
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Mechanics
Checklist

E
L
P

Ben is tall. He does not like clocks that tell the wrong
time. He likes anything that is related to time.

30

⎷

Though the author never says that Ben is tall, readers get the
idea because he can easily reach the clock. Though the writer
never says that inaccurate clocks frustrate Ben, readers get
the idea by imagining Ben mumbling and adjusting the clock.
The writer shows his readers Ben.
Read the paragraph again. How many of a reader’s senses
does the author engage? How does the author show, rather
than tell about, Ben?
Challenge yourself to show your readers your subject. Do
not tell them about your subject. Let your writing help
them imagine it. When you are ready, begin drafting your
descriptive passage.

DID I:

put a capital letter at
the beginning of every
sentence?

capitalize the pronoun I?
capitalize the first letter
of first and last names?
capitalize the first and
last names of people?

capitalize the names of
days of the week and
months of the year?
capitalize the names
of cities, states, and
countries?

put the right end mark
at the end of every
sentence?

put a comma between
the names of cities and
states?
put a comma between
the day and year in
dates?
put a comma between
nouns in a series?
put a comma between
adjectives in a series?

Unit 1

reflection

on-demand writing

How is reading repetitive writing like listening to the radio that plays the same song again
and again?

E
L
P

M
A
S

Did you find any repetition in your writing? If so, are there certain ways that you tend to
add accidental repetition to your writing?

continue on next page

4
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personal reflection
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What makes a descriptive piece interesting to read? How did you make your descriptive
passage interesting?

M
A
S

E
L
P
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Unit 1

X Grammar Pause
capitalization

What always gets capitalized?

E
L
P

Words in the following categories are proper nouns and always begin with
capital letters.

Nationalities

proper noun
German, Swedish, American

Languages

Spanish, English, French

Companies

Wonderful Warmth Heating, Maria's Taqueria,
The Trampoline Place

M
A
S
Products

Super Salami Sandwich, Puppy Puffs,
Ultra Gaming Gizmo

Associations

National Checkers Club, Oakdale Feline Federation

Institutions

Cortland Technical College, Saint Michael’s Hospital

Events

Greenville Gravy Festival, Hilltop Photography Expo
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capitalization Practice
Complete a list of examples for each category. Use actual examples for Nationalities. For
all the rest, use actual or made-up examples. Remember to use capitalization rules!
NATIONALITIES
1.

Peruvian

E
L
P

2.
3.
4.
5.

M
A
S
COMPANIES
1.

34

Pinecone Computer

2.
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3.
4.

5.

ASSOCIATIONS
1.

Caledonia Cake Club

2.

3.
4.
5.

continue on next page

4

Unit 1

PRODUCTS
1.

Phancy Phone

2.
3.

E
L
P

5.
INSTITUTIONS
1.

Hueyville High School

M
A
S
2.

3.
4.

5.

EVENTS
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Lithonia E-sports Tournament
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4.
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Working with a partner, compose five sentences using as many proper nouns from your
lists as you can. Each proper noun in the sentence is worth 1 point if it is capitalized
correctly. If the sentence is a fragment or a run-on, 0 points are given. You have 15
minutes to write your team’s five sentences.

1.

E
L
P

2.

M
A
S
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3.

4.

5.

